
 

Lessons From                                 
Sir. Ernest Shackleton  

Learn powerful and impacting lessons from the adventures 
of a prolific polar explorer about leadership, teamwork, 
embracing change, prioritizing, and optimism in the face of 
unrelenting life threatening challenges. These lessons are 
taught in MBA schools as a sterling example of endurance.  

Objectives: 

*  Comprehend the power of a clear vision, mission and role clarity 

*  Learn the power of compelling communication and accountability 

*  Sharpen your leadership skills and style and increase performance

Recommended For: 

* Everyone leading or influencing teams 

* Those needing inspiration, motivation and encouragement to keep going         

* Strong effective teams/organizations seeking continuous improvement
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Darrell Hammond has been training and coaching for     
leaders, teams and organizations for over 30 years. A 
proven organizational effectiveness and leadership coach, 
Darrell brings an authentic, relevant approach to 
professional growth. When you have a combination of a 
coach, trainer and speaker in front of your audience, minds, 
relationships and performance change. (see full bio)
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Scope: We explore the mindset and motivation behind the thinking, 
planning and actions of Sir. Ernest Shackleton, the Captain of the 
Endurance. We will examine how he selected his crew/team, how he kept 
them focused and engaged, an ultimately how he saved their lives and made 
them world renown adventurers.  We gain insight son how to build and 
effective team, how to create a positive culture and more. 

Using vivid imagery from The Endurance photographer combined with story 
telling that weaves the leadership concepts into the content, facilitators 
drive home the most salient points that participants can relate to. These 
strategic stops along the way allow participants to ponder and to plan their 
next step(s).   

We refer participants to web-links, book titles, films, and articles that 
provide additional resources that further explore the subject matter. For 
some workshops we also provide profound quotes that are germane to the 
workshop. Participants love how we integrate memorable quotes with 
images that improve retention. 

Methods: Our data driven, interactive, experiential workshops focus on 
behavior change. Using a combination of image driven lecture, participant 
interaction, videos, and discussion, we challenge everyone in attendance at 
the beginning of each workshop to commit to trying one of two of the 
suggestions/techniques. 

We enjoy laughter and use humor strategically mixed with truths that make 
participants stop, think and apply. These moments help participants 
ultimately stop, start, change and make adjustments for personal/
professional effectiveness.

Session Types:  

*  60, 75 and 90 minute interactive multi-media keynote  

* Three hour interactive multi-media workshop with participant involvement  

*  Six hour interactive multi-media workshop with involvement and exercises
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